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‘Where Did Macy Go?’ 

How will we remember the coronavirus pandemic? How will history books record this pandemic? What will 
be documented and recorded as part of this unprecedented time of cataclysm? 

The pandemic has radically changed the world. It has had a momentous, widespread impact on every aspect 
of our life, from the way we work, learn, make everyday living, to macro-level phenomena – on the global 
economy, social security, and individual human rights. The world has undergone a massive upheaval where 
our existence has been threatened, and what we had considered to be significant and taken-for-granted 
has been challenged. Our imagination of the future can no longer be immune from our experiences during 
the pandemic.  It may be the right time for us to re-think of art in light of the pandemic, and contemplate 
over its value in society. However, rather than asking an outdated question of whether art is an ‘essential’, 
we can raise more fruitful questions about how the pandemic has impacted upon art, and more importantly, 
what role art has played – and will play – in the post-pandemic world that is to arrive.  

Throughout human history, pandemic and other disease outbreaks have tended to accelerate division, hate, 
and violence among us. Unfortunately, COVID-19 is no different: the virus has not merely provoked health 
concerns but it has also triggered a threat in the politics, economics, social security as we all have witnessed 
over the past months across the world. These threats are what an audience might retrieve from Ziyang Wu’s 
“Where did Macy go?”. Created by MAYA 3D-modeling and sculpted with VR Tools such as Masterpiece 
Studio and Tilt Brush, Wu’s video animation offers us with a chance to think about the current social state 
by juxtaposing the possible events in real world. Instead of positing an answer or argument, his work gently 
raises a questions to the viewers about how the current situation goes on and how shall the viewer respond 
to it. While watching the animation’s protagonist Macy and their encounter with the epidemic and a new 
life under quarantine, the viewers are also invited to ponder about the questions of community where old 
community collapses while a new community emerges, of racial conflicts, Confucius obedience and social 
obedience, surveillance technology authorized by government, a new working-class division and its 
inequalities under the pandemic.

Like Ziyang Wu, artists are now exploring extensively a blended use of art and cutting-edge technologies, 
from 3D printing and blockchain, to artificial intelligence, simulation , virtual reality, and biotechnology 
among others. Technologies here serve as not only a medium to deliver the artists’ message but, 
intertwined with art, also a facilitator which offers us with a chance to usher in new frameworks through 
which to experience realities. It is to this extent that a piece of art no longer exists necessarily as a material 
object that is the outcome of physical labour. It instead encompasses a much broader hybrid interaction 
between humans, non-humans, nature, society and the world. We find the value of art here, finding the 
connections across different fields of life.

This exhibition is designed to address how art enables us to observe the current pandemic situation while 
evoking more questions about the role of art in society. Ziyang Wu’s virtual world illustrates cogently how 
art can help us see the reality from a different angle, reapproach our values and lifestyle that are in shift 
against the backdrop of the pandemic, and our role as individuals living the pandemic together.

- Sue Oh 
   Director, Hatch Art Project
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Hatch Art project will be presenting Ziyang Wu’s first solo exhibition in Asia, Where Did Macy Go? as part of the 
upcoming Singapore Art Week 2021.

Where Did Macy Go? is an animated video told through a series reports of Macy’s encounter with the epidemic, 
life during the quarantine. The video discusses the collapse of old community structures, the emergence of a 
new community after de-collectivization, Confucian obedience vs. social obedience, as well as mask politics and 
social justice under the pandemic. His practice can be read as an exploration into our interconnection with 
technology and the effect of hyperconnectivity on the globalized world.

Created by MAYA 3D-modeling and sculpted with VR Tools such as Masterpiece Studio and Tilt Brush. 
According to Sue Oh, Director of Hatch Art Project, “Wu’s video animation offers us with a chance to think 
about the current social state by juxtaposing the possible events in real world. Instead of positing an answer or 
argument, his work gently raises a questions to the viewers about how the current situation goes on and how shall 
the viewer respond to it.” 

This exhibition is designed to address how art enables us to observe the current pandemic situation while evoking 
more questions about the role of art in society. The virtual world created within ‘Where Did Macy Go?’, against 
the backdrop of the pandemic, encourages a shift in perspective and subsequent adaptations in behavior and 
conduct of the individual.

A combination of video, photographic prints and a colossal inflatable “Macy”, the exhibition is hosted at the main 
gallery with free admission to the public.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abPT3DRJHtA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abPT3DRJHtA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abPT3DRJHtA&feature=youtu.be
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STORYLINE

1.
Report from M TV Station. Macy quarantined for 28 days, then participated in the protests and
unfortunately contracted COVID-19 and died. Yesterday, we bid farewell to Macy’s body remotely.

2.
According to report from M Channel, Macy quarantined for 28 days and enjoyed himself.
However, someone reported that Macy violated the self-quarantine requirements, and he was
forced to go to the ICU. It is reported that Macy was fully recovered 14 days later, but soon
disappeared after he left the hospital. Nobody knows where he went.

3.
Where did Macy go? Some media outlets have reported that Macy contracted COVID-19 after
he participated in the protests and died. Others have confirmed that Macy was fully recovered.
Nobody knows where he went. The most common opinion is that Macy did die, but was revived

on the third day after his death. Where did Macy go? 
We will keep following his case as it evolves.

4.
“I’m Macy’s professor. I would like to provide some clues as to what happened. Macy once
mentioned that his grandfather owns a farm. The farm’s name is Community. Every summer
evening, people from the Community gather to drink beer in a greenhouse on the riverside.
There are guitars, pipe organs, charming singing voices, and of course, the smells of delicious
Korean barbeque waft on the breeze. Macy visited his grandfather’s farm when he was 14. He
took a picture at the entrance of the Community. There were beautiful flowers around his feet.
There was also a dog named Immunity. The farm was surrounded by tall and weird walls.”

5.
Report from M TV Station. Macy was an obedient child. He listened to his mom’s words when

he was young, and follows his dad’s orders as a grown up. After the coronavirus outbreak, he
immediately paid for the government’s new immunity plan through the mobile app, and has

become a member of the Tele-Republic of Home.

6.
Report from MTV Station. Macy seems crazy! He turned himself into Hugh Hefner: He copied
Hefner’s rounded bed, dresses in Hefner-style pajamas, bathrobe and slippers, eats Hefner’s
favorite chocolate bar. Macy’s bed connects the entire world: Macy is in the museum; Macy is
in the factory; Macy is participating in a Zoom meeting. Macy stays at home and stays in bed!
Macy’s Internet connects the whole world! Macy is the whole world! Let’s take a look! Macy
starts to twist himself on the bed. Macy starts to dance! Macy is singing the Song of 
Tele-Republic of Home!

7. 
An exclusive report by M TV Channel: Here is the Song of Tele-Republic of Home 

composed by Macy! Please pay attention! Please reward him? Give him your reward!

8.
An exclusive report by M TV Channel. Macy perfectly meets the requirement of Tele-Republic
 of Home, is because he is wearing the vogued masks! Your email address, Facebook, Instagram,

Zoom and Skype account are in the masks, as well as your bank account and Amazon delivery
address! (A parrot interjects: The mask is the world! The world is the mask!)

Today we are doing live selling! Act fast if you want to be in! Style Preciado, 38 Yuan! Style
Zizek, 18 Yuan! Style Han Byung-Chul, 28 Yuan!!!!

9.
Report from M TV Station. X-gle company posted three continuous tweets, promising that all

employees can be immunized for free, and work from home for 28 years. Macy was not
satisfied with the changes. He thought: How about the delivery brothers? If we are all at home,

who will deliver the sausage? (Then there will be knocks on the door: Macy, your sausage is
here! Macy, your sausage is here!)

10.
Continuous reports from M TV Channel. It is said that before Macy disappeared, he tried to

renew his Community Plan on his phone. He did not wear makeup that day, and his skin looked
a bit yellow. The official refused his renewal, saying that you are the “Yellow Culture

(pornographic culture)”. You cannot be immune even if you pay. Macy was very disappointed,
and left.

11.
Report from M TV Station. Macy participated in the protest and unfortunately contracted

COVID-19 and died. However, it is said that Macy was revived on the third day after his death
while nobody knew where did he go. Nobody has heard from him since. According to Macy’s
professor, Macy went to his grandfather’s farm. Macy visited his grandfather’s farm when he

was 14 and he took a picture at the entrance. Macy’s professor said: The entrance is still there.
The beautiful flowers are still there, so is the dog named Immunity. The only difference is that

there are two village guards wearing armbands at the entryway

Ending
“Where Did Macy Go?”



CV: ZIYANG WU
Education
2016                 MFA, Painting, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, RI, USA  
2014                 BFA cum laude, Painting, Florence Academy of Fine Arts, Florence, Italy 
2009-2010      Art History, Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing, China
 
Selected  Solo  Exhibitions
2020                  A Woman with the Technology, Annka Kultys Gallery – London, UK 
2018                 Carnival 2020, Unnamed Gallery – New York, NY, USA  
2016                     Ziyang Wu, Nancy Margolis Gallery – New York, NY, USA  
2016                 Falling. Extra Credit Gallery – Providence, RI, USA  
2013                 Ongoing. CO2 Gallery – Florence, Italy 
 
Selected  Group  Exhibitions
2020                   This Side, or The Other, Guchifritos Gallery — New York, NY, USA
                              In Between, Times Art Museum — Beijing, China
                 Windows To The World, Contemporary and Digital Art Fair (CADAF) — Online
2019                     Video Open Call, Institute of Contemporary Art — Philadelphia, PA, USA
                 Made In Illusion, Artron Art Center — Shenzhen, China
                              Meeting the Future, SxV Museum of Modern Art — Qingdao, China
                              Undefined Future, United Art Museum — Wuhan, China
                              Where We Met? Art Beijing 2019 — Beijing, China
                              Where Are We Going, School of Visual Arts — New York, NY, USA
2018                    Art(ists) on the Verge 9, Rochester Art Center — Rochester, MN, USA
                 RESET, Powerlong Museum — Shanghai, China
2017                     Meme Town, Walker Art Center — Minneapolis, MN, USA,
                              Amassing Force, Today Art Museum — Beijing, China
                              Dead Air, Cohen Gallery, Brown University — Providence, RI, USA
                              Andy Warhol: Minnesota Goes Pop, Rochester Art Center — Rochester, MN, USA

Selected  Press/News
2020                 Karie Liao, “Well Now WTF?”, Vie Des Arts Magazine, September 29
                              Prienz, “Five young Chinese multimedia artists with Oriental philosophy”, Hypebeast, July 26
                              “A Woman with the Technology, Unpredictable Machine Creation”, Neural Magazine, June 15
                              Ayla Angelos, “Through Post-Internet Projects, Artist Ziyang Wu Paints An Important (And                
                 Scary) Picture of The Future”,
                              It’s Nice That, May 22
                             “Cover Art: A Woman With the Technology”, MacDowell Colony, Vol 48, No 2, Winter-Spring                                   
                              - March 2020
2019                    “Ziyang Wu”, Institute for Electronic Arts (IEA), October 9
                              Aria Dean, “Introducing: Experiments in Art and Technology 2019-2020”, Rhizome, Sept. 13
                              “MacDowell Awards More Than $1 Million in Fellowships to 93 Artists”, ArtForum, May 21                                                             
                              Alicia Eler, “The Year’s Best Art Exhibitions Went Big,” StarTribune, January 2

Collections:        Association of Chinese Artists in Italy, Florence, Italy 
                              Alfred University, School of Art  & Design, Alfred, NY, USA 
                 Rochester Art Center, Rochester, MN, USA
                 Today Art Museum, Beijing, China
                 Wang Shikuo Art Foundation, Bejing, China
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BIO: ZIYANG WU

Ziyang Wu (b.1990, China) is an artist based in New York, currently teaching at the School of Visual Arts 
and a member of the Experiment on Art and Technology Track at NEW INC, New Museum.

With an MFA from the Rhode Island School of Design, and a BFA from the Florence Academy of Fine 
Arts his work has earned international recognition in China, North America, and Europe. Recent exhibi-
tions include solo shows at Annka Kultys Gallery in London, Nancy Margolis Gallery in New York and CO2 
Gallery in Florence, and group exhibitions at Medici Palace and Milan Design Week in Italy, Today Art 
Museum and Times Art Museum in Beijing, Artron Art Center in Shenzhen, Institute of Contemporary Art 
(ICA) in Philadelphia, Powerlong Museum in Shanghai, Walker Art Center and
Rochester Art Center in Minnesota, Providence Biennial for Contemporary Art and Brown University in 
Rhode Island, Academy Art Museum in Maryland, The Hole Gallery and Microscope Gallery in New York.

Wu has received numerous fellowships and has participated in many residencies including the Residency 
Unlimited (RU), the MacDowell Fellowship, Artist-in-residence at Institute for Electronic Arts (IEA) at 
Alfred University, Art(ists) on the Verge Fellowship by Northern Lights.mn and Jerome Foundation, the 
AICAD Teaching Fellowship by Association of Independent Colleges of Art & Design and the Winner of 
The ROCI Road to Peace exhibition by Robert Rauschenberg Art Foundation and Artsy. His work has been 
reviewed by It’s Nice That, Neural Magazine, Hypebeast, Artnet, and more.

The Awarding Ceremony of “Amassing Force: 2017 Wang Shikuo Award and TAM Exhibition of Nominated
Chinese Contemporary Artists”Pictured: Ziyang Wu
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Jerry Gogosian in conversation with Ziyang Wu

https://vimeo.com/443277346

From @jerrygogosian:
Today I had so much fun discussing AI, robots, evil androids, big 
breasted cyborgs, the impending singularity, and a bunch of other 
scary and exciting stuff with the artist @ziyang_wu_art. Here is a 
15-minute snippet from our IG Live chat.

Feature on It’s Nice That

https://www.itsnicethat.com/articles/ziyang-wu-a-woman-with-the-
technology-digital-220520

“... Through Post-Internet Projects, Artist Ziyang Wu Paints An Impor-
tant (And Scary) Picture of The Future, The Chinese artist, currently 
based in New York, runs us through his future-focused work and most 
recent project, A Woman with the Technology..”

Q&A  Art Critic David Cohen &  Ziyang  at Nancy Margolis Gallery

https://vimeo.com/191382201

David Cohen is an American art critic, art historian, curator and pub-
lisher. He is the editor of artcritical.com, which he founded in 2001. 
Cohen is also the organizer and moderator of The Review Panel, an 
ongoing public discussion forum which he launched in 2004, and has 
been hosted by the National Academy Museum and School and the 
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. He teaches at Pratt Institute, 
the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the Fashion Institute of 
Technology and other institutions

21 Artists to Watch in 2021: Movers and Shakers

https://antemag.com/2021/01/11/21-artists-to-watch-in-
2021-part-i-of-2021s-movers-and-shakers/

“... I’m showing my most recent project Where Did Macy Go? in both 
shows. The show in New York includes the main video and a large print 
(video still). The upcoming show in Singapore (My first solo exhibition 
in Asia) will include a large projection of the main video, 5 prints (video 
still) on aluminum, and a giant inflatable of the protagonist Macy (18 x 
7 feet)....”

Ziyang Wu
Title: Where Did Macy Go?
Duration: 8 minute 57 seconds
Color digital animated video with sound
Edition of 5 + 2AP
Year: 2020

ARTWORKS (SELECTED)

FOR FULL ARTWORK LIST PLEASE VISIT: HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/Y7SDXV63

Ziyang Wu
Title: Where Did Macy Go? (Scene 9)
Dimensions: 68 x 38 cm
Dye sublimation on aluminum, Edition of 6
Year: 2020

Ziyang Wu
Title: Where Did Macy Go? (Macy)
Dimensions variable
Fabric, sealed air, LED lights
Year: 2020
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